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Pop III masses
• Previous: Pop III stars form in isolation with M≥100M◎
⬅ cooling is less efficient for primordial (H and He) gas
• Recent: Pop III stars form in clusters with M< a few 10’s M◎
Hirano et al. 2014

SMSS J0313-6708:
[Fe/H]<-7 ➡ Pop
III enrichment?

No metal-free stars
➡ No evidence for
M<0.8M◎ Pop III

Constraints from metal-poor stars
Metallicity ([Fe/H]) of stars with elemental
abundance measurements

• No clear signature of
Pair-Instability
Supernovae (PISNe)
➡ No evidence for
140<M<300M◎ Pop III
stars
• > 40% are carbon
enhanced ([C/Fe]>0.7;
Placco et al. 2014)
➡ Pop III properties?

−∞
Based on SAGA database by Suda et al. 2008

Pop III supernova yields vs observation
Comparison of 25/40Msun Pop III yield models
with observation

Motivation:
• Is the most extreme abundance patterns
seen in some of the most metal-poor stars
explained by Pop III stars?
• Given a large statistical samples of metalpoor stars, to what extent the
characteristic masses of the Pop III stars
can be constrained?
Method:
• Physical mechanisms of (Pop III)
supernovae are largely uncertain
• Mixing and fallback associated with nonspherical explosions
➡ The mixing-fallback model (Umeda & Nomoto
2002)

Ishigaki et al. 2014

Abundances in the most Fe-poor star:
SMSS J0313-6708
Observed spectrum (Keller et al. 2014)

[C/Fe]>4.5
Carbon-to-iron abundance ratios
(Aoki et al. 2006)

Non-detection of Fe lines ➡ Fe abundance
less than 10-7 of the solar abundance

A single Pop III supernova as a progenitor?
60M◎ Pop III supernova yield model

Reproduce observed C, Mg, Ca abundance

No production of Fe

Keller et al. 2014

Pop III mixing-fallback supernova model
25M◎ Pop III SN yield model (solid lines)

Ca synthesized by
explosive burning
➡ ejected by mixing
Fe mostly fallback
40M◎ Pop III SN yield model (solid lines)

Credit: Kavli IPMU, A. Tsuboi

Artist’s illustration of an aspherical SN

Fe-peak elements (e.g.,Ti, Cr, Fe) are the key
• 25-40M◎: A modest ejection
• 60M◎: Almost no ejection

Much higher-S/N spectra is needed
Ishigaki et al. 2014

Application to a larger sample
• Elemental abundance patterns
of ~200 extremely metal-poor
stars ([Fe/H]<-3.0)
• Fitting observed abundance with
Pop III supernova yield models
• Pop III mass
• Supernova explosion
energies
• Mixing and fallback
• Hydrogen dilution mass

Distribution of Pop III masses
M<25Msun
Pop III stars
are less
abundant (c.f.
Salpeter IMF)

• M>40Msun Pop
III stars are less
abundant?
• M>40Msun tend
to collapse into
black holes
without ejecting
synthesized
elements

Pop III supernova properties
Ejected Ni56 masses ➡ luminosity

Masses of the compact remnant

The best-fit Pop III supernova yield models:
• Ejected mass of 56Ni = 0.01-0.1Msun: similar to what have been observed in
local supernovae
• Mass of the compact remnants Mrem=1.5-5Msun: a neutron star or a black hole

Search for ancient/metal-poor stars by wide-field surveys
Discovery of a new
candidate Milky Way
satellite by the Hyper
Suprime Cam

• A narrow-band filter sensitive to the Ca
II HK lines (HSC/Subaru)

Homma et al. 2017

• Medium-resolution spectroscopic
surveys of the Milky Way halo with the
Prime Focus Spectrograph (~ 2022)

➡ Identification of old and metal-poor
stars/stellar systems

➡ Kinematics+ chemistry of metalpoor stars in the outer Milky Way,
search for low-mass surviving Pop III
stars (Ishiyama et al. 2016)

High-resolution spectroscopy by large
aperture telescopes
• Nucleosynthetic signature of Pop
III stars in Fe-poor stars (e.g. Fepeak elements in SMSS
J0313-6708)
• Measurements of O abundances
(e.g. [OI] forbidden line at 630nm,
OH lines in UV) for a large sample
of extremely metal-poor stars
High-resolution (R>30,000)
spectroscopy with large-aperture
telescopes (e.g. GMT/G-CLEF, TMT/
HROS)

Elemental ratios most sensitive to
the Pop III progenitor masses

[(C+N)/O]
[Na/Mg]

Ishigaki et al. 2018

Summary
• Metal-poor stars provide important observational constraints on the
physical properties of Pop III stars, most importantly, their masses
• The most Fe-poor star, SMSS J0313-6708 ➡ nucleosynthesis
channel in individual Pop III supernova
• A large sample (~ 200) of extremely metal-poor stars ([Fe/H]<-3)
➡ Statistical properties of Pop III stars
• Future prospects:
• Identification of metal-poor stars or stellar systems by wide-field
serveys with HSC and PFS on Subaru
• Characterization of detailed elemental abundances with large
aperture telescopes such as GMT/TMT

Masses of the Pop III stars from simulations
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